Enhanced bioavailability of sorbed 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene (TNT) by a bacterial consortium.
Large quantities of trinitrotoluene (TNT) have been associated with past and present military activities worldwide. Because this contaminant is highly toxic and strongly sorbs to soil particles, bacteria that are able to transform it have had very little success, if any. This study was conducted to evaluate the bioavailability of 14C-labeled TNT in soil for microbial mineralization. Sorption-desorption experiments indicated that a Kendaia loam soil effectively adsorbs this explosive compound, with approximately 30-45% of the added TNT remaining sorbed to the soil after a total of 10 washings. A bacterial consortium isolated from explosive-contaminated sites was prepared in liquid medium and then tested in a TNT-spiked Kendaia loam soil. The concentration of TNT in the soil that was inoculated with the bacterial consortium was reduced by more than 30% of the initial concentration compared to the soil that did not contain the bacterial consortium within a period of 20 weeks. Nearly half of the TNT was mineralized as determined by the percentage of 14CO2 produced. Only one member of the consortium (i.e., Enterobacter sp.) significantly mineralized 25% of TNT although the extent of mineralization was significantly enhanced to 35% in the presence of the other two members of the consortium. The data suggest that some of the strongly adsorbed TNT may be accessible for metabolism if conditions for the right combination of microorganisms with specialized capabilities are optimized. The remaining sorbed fraction of substrate is presumably sequestered and thus unavailable to the microorganisms.